Opera

Resources

- Read the book, Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak, then listen to the opera version: bit.ly/2Ungzwd
- What was different? What was the same?
- Learners grades 6-12, check out famous Shakespeare operas from The Metropolitan Opera: pbslearningmedia.org/collection/metropolitan-opera-shakespeare/

Extend the Moment

- What other ways can we use our voice?
- An opera is a kind of play where the actor sings all of the words. Try spending a little time singing everything you want to say.
- Most operas are performed in OPERA HOUSES - do some research with your child on these opera houses. Try to draw a picture or make a model of what you find.
- Operas can be comedies. Try watching a funny video without the sound. Pretend you are the characters, and sing what you think they are saying.